We define a restricted simple algebra T of dimension 18 over an arbitrary field of characteristic 3. From a certain property of its Cartan decomposition, we show rto be nonisomorphic to any known algebra of identical dimension.
Theorem 1.1. The algebras S and Tare restricted central simple algebras with a natural gradation such that S¿4) = T¿4)=0.
Proof.
We verify at once that
The simplicity of S and T follows at once from (1.4) and the fact that the set of transformations induced in S_l7 T_x by multiplication by elements of S0 and T0, respectively, is irreducible.3 Indeed if ?l5¿0 is an ideal of S, then for some 0^r^2, ?l(ad S_i)r^0= S_1r\'&, and the irreducible representation of S0-*Hom5_, then implies that %^S_1. But then, by (1.4), 9Ï2 S0(BSU 3l=S, and S is central simple. Similarly if 9t#0 is an ideal of T, 312 T_! and, by (1.4), 2Í2all T" and Tis central simple also.
The restrictedness of S and T follows at once from the restrictedness of S0 and T0, respectively.4 Indeed, denoting by ^43 in IF3 the third iterate of the derivation A, it is easily verified that A\ = AX, A\=A2, while ^3=0 for all remaining basis elements of S and T.
We finally observe that the derived algebras of S0 and T0 have the following bases over F: Thus // is a splitting Cartan subalgebra of both 5 and T, with roots a = A1w1+A2H'2 for integers Xt= -1, 0, 1.
3. Newness of T. The only known simple algebra of dimension 18 is the Witt-Jabobson algebra W2. As shown in [2] , every Cartan subalgebra of W2 is conjugate to one and only one of Proof. By writing H=(6x = (yx, 0), 02 = (O,y2)), whereyx=xx or xx + \, y2=x2 or x2+l, we can prove the lemma for all three //, at once. Let Uw = {u 6 W21 u ad(0) = w(d)u for all 6 e //}.
